Awaken the magic.
Harness the power.
Unleash the fury.
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“A treasure hunt for fans of fairy tales and fantasy. I could have
stayed and played in this treacherous world for a long time.”
—Stephanie Garber, #1 New York Times best-selling
author of Legendary

praise for

R ealm of Ruins

“Epic storytelling, endearing characters, and an intriguing world make
this book absolutely spellbinding. A magical, captivating read.”
—Rebecca Ross, author of The Queen’s Rising

Kingdom of Ash and Briars

A Kirkus Reviews Best Teen Fantasy Book of the Year
★ “West mixes fairy-tale charm with contemporary mysticism to create a
world both terrifying and wonderful.”—Kirkus Reviews, starred review
“Fans of the Shannara Chronicles or the Grisha Trilogy, look no further.”
—Margaret Stohl, #1 New York Times best-selling coauthor
of the Caster Chronicles series
“Brilliant, fascinating, and utterly impossible to put down.”
—C. J. Redwine, New York Times best-selling author of
The Shadow Queen
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NISSERA

Wickedness awaits in
this exhilarating
new installment.

NOVEL

I was meant to touch the untouchable,
destroy the indestructible.
A CENTURY AFTER BRISTAL AND
and Anthony saved the realm in Kingdom
of Ash and Briars, their descendant Valory
Braiosa attends a training academy for
elicromancers, immortal beings with
assorted magical gifts. Through a tragic
accident, Valory comes to possess a
destructive, unruly power and she flees her
kingdom. But what she encounters next
reveals darker forces at play: a resurrection
spell cast by a bitter, lonely prince has
awakened a long-dormant evil. As chaos
spreads across Nissera, Valory meets Mercer
Fye, a secretive—and handsome—young
man determined to topple the resurrected
tyrant. They set out with a bickering band
of allies, but the enemy is far more cunning
than they imagined. Together they must
brave plagues, betrayal, and time-bending
power struggles to preserve the soul of the
realm.
Expanding the imaginative world of
Nissera with snippets from Beauty and the
Beast and The Little Mermaid, Hannah West
goes dark and dangerous in this gripping
companion to her acclaimed debut.

H A N N A H WE S T

“A brilliantly paced adventure full of betrayals and romance and magic.”
—Stephanie Garber, #1 New York Times best-selling author of Legendary
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